Admission Test for Grade 7
From Ancient to modern
Communication: Can you imagine life before telephones? In ancient Greece, soldiers used the sun and their metal
shields to send messages. Today, soldiers don’t have shields but they have a mirror for emergencies. They don’t
need a signal to send a message - just some sun. And what did we do before texting and emails? People wrote lots
of letters and postmen delivered them to people’s homes.
Counting: The earliest way to count was on out ten fingers and toes. Then, 5000 years ago, the Chinese invented
the abacus. This is a wooden frame with beads on wire. You move the beads to count. People in Asia still use
abacuses today because they are sometimes faster than calculators. And they don’t need batteries or solar power
to work.
Clocks and watches: In the past, people used nature, for example, the sun, to tell the time. The ancient Egyptians
had sun clocks 3,500 years ago. They built a tower and watched its shadow on the ground. About 3,000 years
later, in 1505, a German man made the first small clock or pocket watch. Then, at the end of the 19th century, a
French man made the first wrist watch. At first, only women wore wrist watches- until the First World War, most
men used pocket watches.

1.Read the sentences and choose the correct answers.
1. The ancient Greeks used _______to send messages.
a. mirrors

b. shields

c. soldiers

2. _______ invented the abacus.
a. The Greeks

b. The Chinese

c. The Egyptians

3. People use abacuses now because they are ________.
a. cheap

b. digital

c. fast

4. Before 1890, _________ wore watches on their wrists.
a. no one

b. some people

c. women

5. In ancient times, people told the time _________
a. by counting their fingers

b. by the sun

c. with their watches

2.Change the form of the words in brackets.
1. Paul is a very happy and ___________ pupil. (friend)
2. An __________ performs in films or theatre. (act)
3. Tina doesn’t talk much but she is a very _______________ girl. (help)
4. Young people are usually ______________ . (adventure)
5. People should eat ____________ food to live longer. (health)

3.Complete the text using the past simple, past continuous, present simple, present continuous form
of the verbs in brackets.
Chris 1 __________(be) interested in computers and spends much time at it. He 2__________(learn) how to use
computers when he was a student. Chris 3________(had) some money and 4_____________(decide) to buy a
Wellington CL-3 computer. While he 5____________(use) his computer one day, he 6_____________(have) a
great idea for a game program. He 7____________(decide) to write it. It 8____________(take) six months and it
was difficult. But when he 9____________(finish), it was a great program.
Now Chris 10______________(write) a game program for Banana Computers and he looks tired. He must have a
break!

4. Choose the correct word.
1. Are the shoes comfortable? No, they’re too/enough small.
2. The cat can’t get off/down the tree.
3. Scottish people are very afraid/proud of their culture.
4. The girl in/with the pink dress is my cousin.
5. A fairy/alien is an imaginary creature having a small human form and magic powers.
6. His mum’s birthday is in/on 22nd July.
7. There are some/any great places in our street.
8. How much/many money have you got?
9. My close friend has passed/past his exam.
10.Were/Where is your sister now?

5.Write the words in the right places.
suddenly, like this, after that, one day, then

Well, it happened 1 __________.
2_____________ we were having a picnic near the river. We were talking when 3____________ we heard a noise.
There was a girl in the river! I jumped in the river and swam to her. 4___________ I carried her to the side and my
mum put a coat over her. 5_____________, her parents arrived. They thanked us again and again.

